Track your sources on this handout and fill it out as you go. Check your requirements for the number of sources you need. (Remember: the model project is in addition to the total number of sources. Do not include it here... but it does need a citation.)

This is my first source. ________________________________________________________________
It answers this question: ________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
What type of source is it? ________________________________________________________________
Do you have a citation sheet filled out or printed out and attached? ____________________________
Is it a general encyclopedia (check list of requirements)? (Remember: only one general encyclopedia per question)_____________________________________________________
Is it an Internet source? (Remember: only half of your sources may be from the Internet)_______

This is my second source. ________________________________________________________________
It answers this question: ________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
What type of source is it? ________________________________________________________________
Do you have a citation sheet filled out or printed out and attached? ____________________________
Is it a general encyclopedia (check list of requirements)? (Remember: only one general encyclopedia per question)_____________________________________________________
Is it an Internet source? (Remember: only half of your sources may be from the Internet)_______

This is my third source. ________________________________________________________________
It answers this question: ________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
What type of source is it? ________________________________________________________________
Do you have a citation sheet filled out or printed out and attached? ____________________________
Is it a general encyclopedia (check list of requirements)? (Remember: only one general encyclopedia per question)_____________________________________________________
Is it an Internet source? (Remember: only half of your sources may be from the Internet)_______
This is my fourth source. __________________________________________________________

It answers this question: _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

What type of source is it? _________________________________________________________

Do you have a citation sheet filled out or printed out and attached? _________________

Is it a general encyclopedia (check list of requirements)? (Remember: only one general encyclopedia per question)__________________________________________________________

Is it an Internet source? (Remember: only half of your sources may be from the Internet)_____

This is my fifth source. ___________________________________________________________

It answers this question: _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

What type of source is it? _________________________________________________________

Do you have a citation sheet filled out or printed out and attached? _________________

Is it a general encyclopedia (check list of requirements)? (Remember: only one general encyclopedia per question)__________________________________________________________

Is it an Internet source? (Remember: only half of your sources may be from the Internet)_____

This is my sixth source. ___________________________________________________________

It answers this question: _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

What type of source is it? _________________________________________________________

Do you have a citation sheet filled out or printed out and attached? _________________

Is it a general encyclopedia (check list of requirements)? (Remember: only one general encyclopedia per question)__________________________________________________________

Is it an Internet source? (Remember: only half of your sources may be from the Internet)_____

Do the same for any additional sources you have!